For immediate release:

ECT appoints Wolfgang Huber to Board of Directors
On December 14, 2018, the ECT Supervisory Board appointed Wolfgang Huber to the
Board of Directors with immediate effect. Wolfgang, who has been with ECT for over 14
years in various roles, joins the Board as Deputy Chief Technical Officer. Together with the
CTO Dr. Hans Huber, Wolfgang will be responsible for the application layer of ECT’s
renowned solutions.
Munich, February 1, 2019: ECT (European Computer Telecoms AG), Europe’s leading
communications software company for the realization of value-added services in nextgeneration networks, has appointed Wolfgang Huber as Deputy CTO on the recommendation
of the Board.
Wolfgang Huber, aged 41, received his degree in computer science and joined the ECT Group
in 2004. Having had both development and management roles in R&D, Wolfgang brings an indepth knowledge of ECT’s technology as well as proven leadership to this new position.
ECT, which celebrated its 20-year anniversary in 2018, is investing heavily in research and
development and is doubling the size of its R&D team compared with just two years ago. After
founding its Product Innovation Department and Joint Agile Product Development Program in
2018, ECT has now converted its entire software development from waterfall to agile
methodology. Wolfgang has been the driving force behind this process, making a major
contribution to the continued success of the software company.
“Wolfgang has comprehensive knowledge of all aspects of our technology and has played a
major role in the continued enhancement of the application layer of our INtellECT® Service
Delivery Platform. His implementation of agile methodology is a major contribution to the
further evolution and sustainability of our company. My colleagues, Dr. Hans Huber, Walter
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Rott, Metin Sezer and I are delighted that Wolfgang Huber is joining us on the Board as Deputy
CTO” commented Marshall E. Kavesh, cofounder and CEO of ECT.
About ECT (European Computer Telecoms AG):
ECT is Europe’s leading communications software company. With our virtualized INtellECT® Service Delivery
Platform, innovative service applications and our Joint Agile Product Development Program, major
communications service providers worldwide realize their products with minimal costs and the shortest possible
time-to-market. We also often migrate existing services from multiple legacy platforms, innovating and
consolidating them in one multiservice solution. As a one-shop vendor, we cover not only core services, like
carrier routing, NP and FMU, but also sophisticated cloud services, e.g. for call centers and unified
communications as a service (CCaS and UCaaS as well as workstream collaboration. Our Innovation Department
keeps our software development – and thus the products of our customers – on the cutting edge of
communications technology. We empower BT, Deutsche Telekom, DNA, Hi3G, izzi, KCOM, Liberty Global,
Proximus, TalkTalk, Teliasonera, Virgin Media, Videocon, VodafoneZiggo, among many others. In addition to our
own direct sales and service primarily in Europe, we also partner with Nokia Networks which offers our products
and services worldwide. Together with our customers and partner Nokia, we at ECT enjoy meeting challenges
and creating opportunities.
Founded in 1998, ECT is an unlisted German public company with its headquarters in Munich, Germany and
wholly owned sales and service subsidiaries in England, The Netherlands and the USA.
www.ect-telecoms.com
For more information on this press release, please contact: communications@ect-telecoms.de
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